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Additive manufacturing (AM) processes such as Selective Laser Melting (SLM) or Selective
Laser Sintering (SLS) allow economic fabrication of metal components with unprecedented
geometric complexity. This offers great design opportunities and particularly topology
optimization is regarded as a key design technique paramount to fully benefit from the
flexibility offered by AM. However, also AM processes have limitations regarding
manufacturability. Notable examples directly linked to part geometry are minimum feature
sizes and maximum overhang angles with respect to the build plate. Features sizes can be
controlled in topology optimization using conventional filtering/projection techniques. For
overhang angles, on the other hand, currently no fully satisfactory approach exists to limit the
inclination of overhanging sections of the component to a certain specified angle [1,2]. Either
considerable mass is added which reduces optimality, or regions with intermediate density are
introduced that require additional interpretation. Moreover, in none of the existing approaches
the part orientation on the build plate is considered. This is a highly influential variable that
directly impacts the amount of critical overhang regions.
It is important to integrate adequate control of maximum overhang angles directly in the
topology optimization process, because otherwise geometries will be generated that cannot be
manufactured by AM without modification. The modification could consist of:
- costly manual or automated (local) redesign of critical sections,
- a well-chosen reorientation of the given part in the build chamber (but often no orientation
can be found that completely eliminates the problem), or
- automated placement of sacrificial support features.
Support structures however increase material usage and build time and must be removed by
conventional machining after the AM process. In adverse cases, they may not even be
accessible for removal. These post-design modifications result in a final component that does
not correspond with the optimized design, leading to extra costs and lowered performance.
Therefore, considering the overhang angles during the design optimization is clearly
preferable over applying post-design fixes.
In this contribution, we briefly review the approaches suggested in literature to limit overhang
angles during the topology optimization process. Next, a novel approach is presented, where
also the part orientation is include as a design variable. This gives much more design freedom
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to find configurations that meet the overhang criteria, with a much smaller reduction of the
performance compared to the case where the part orientation is fixed a priori. We study and
demonstrate the characteristics of this approach using a number of two-dimensional test
problems. The computational cost of the method and the potential for its extension to the
three-dimensional setting are also addressed.
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